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For any automorphism 4 of @[x, y], an explicit formula for the inverse automorphism was 
given earlier. This formula, which generalizes Cramer’s rule for two variables, uses resultants 
involving ‘face polynomials’ for 4(x) and 4(y). These face polynomials (and thus the inversion 
formula) do not utilize any coefficients of ‘mixed’ terms in 4(x) and I$( y). 
The automorphism group of @[x, y] is known (first proved in 1942 by H.W.E. Jung). Further 
research is needed to determine the automorphism group of @[x1, , x,] for n > 2. Extension 
of the inversion formula to higher dimensions should contribute an understanding of the 
properties of the polynomials for any automorphism. The theorems of this paper, including a 
rederivation of the inversion formula for n = 2 from a more general perspective, are directed 
toward extending the inversion formula to higher dimensions. 
It is proven in this paper that any automorphism of C[xl, , x,] is completely determined 
by the face polynomials. We also introduce the concept of a complementary system of 
polynomials and prove theorems relating complementary system with conditions on a set of 
polynomials to be the face polynomials of an automorphism. Although the theorems in this 
paper have been proved for polynomials over @, all the theorems remain true if @ is replaced 
by an arbitrary field. 
1. Face polynomials and inversion formula 
In [2], we generalize the usual Cramer’s rule to a system of two polynomial 
equations in two variables. To wit, if the system 
1 
z = f(x, y) = (YX + /3y + higher degree terms in x, y , 
w = g(x, y) = yx + i3y + higher degree terms in x, y , 
in the unknowns x and y, with coefficients in Cc, has a unique solution for all 
z, w E @, then there is an explicit polynomial formula expressing x and y in terms 
of z and w [2, Theorem 12, p. 2.521. In the special case where f(x, y) and g(x, y) 
are linear, our formula simply reduces to the well-known Cramer’s rule for a 
system of two linear equations in two unknowns. 
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An interesting feature of the formula is that only the pure term coefficients 
(i.e., coefficients in f(x, 0), f(0, y), g(x, 0), g(0, y)) are involved. As a result, if 
another system 
( 
2 = f(x, Y) 7 
w = g^(x, Y) , 
also has a unique solution for all z, w E @, and if f(x, 0) =f(x, 0), f(0, y) = 
f(O, y), g(x, 0) = g^(x, 0), g(0, y) = g(O, y), then this system is identical with the 
previous system [2, Corollary 13, p. 2531. Naturally we asked if such a 
phenomenon occurs in the n-polynomial, n-variable case [2, Question 17, p. 2551. 
The answer turns out to be affirmative. This is the content of Theorem 2 which 
says that any C-algebra isomorphism from @[Z,, . . . , Z,,] onto @[xi, . . . , XJ is 
completely determined by its ‘face polynomials’ (to be defined below). In other 
words, any term which involves every variable is inessential. Unlike the construc- 
tive proof of [2, Corollary 131, the proof of Theorem 2 employs no inversion 
formula at all. 
Throughout, @ denotes the field of complex numbers, n 2 2, C[Z,, . . . , Z,], 
C[x1,. . . , x,] and C[t,, . . . , t,_l] denote polynomial rings over C. The word 
‘C-homomorphism’ means a @-algebra homomorphism, similarly ‘C-isomorphism’ 
means a C-algebra isomorphism. 4 is always a homomorphism from 
CLZ,,..., &I to @Lx,, . . . , x,1, while Ic, is always from @[xi, . . . , xn] to 
@[Z,,..., Z,]. For each i = 1, . . . , n, we define 
?rl:@[x*, . . . ) Xn]+C[tl, . . . ) t,_J 
to be the unique @-homomorphism such that 
tj ifjci, 
rri(Xj) = 0 if j=i, 
tj- 1 if j>i. 
The rj play important roles in this paper-they will be used in Definitions 1, 7, 
Theorems 2, 3, and Propositions 5, 8, 9, 11, 13. However, in case it = 2, t, is 
replaced by t to simplify the notation. 
Definition 1. For f(x,, . . . , xn) E C[X,, . . . , x,], r,(f) =f(O, t,, . . . 7 q-l), 
r*(f) =f(tl, 0, t,, . . . , tn_l), . . . , mn(f) =f(tl, . . . , tn_l, 0) are called the face 
polynomials of f(xi, . . . , xn). 
Theorem 2. Let c$, 4 : C[Z,, . . . , Z,]-, C[x,, . . . , xn] be two C-isomorphisms 
such that 
+(Zi)lx,=o = &ZA,=o 
for all i, j = 1, . . . , II. Then C#I = 6. 
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Proof. The hypotheses simply say that rI 0 C$ = 7rl 0 4, . . . , rrn 0 4 = T, o 4. In 
other words, we have the following commutative diagrams: 
C[x,, . . . ) x,] &-’ ~@[Z,,...,Z,] 
where ai=rjo+=mio~ for i=l,..., n. Define R, ,,.., R,EC[Z, ,..., Z,] 
by Rj = 4 -‘(xi); similarly ej = &‘(xj). 
We first show that R, = R,. Since 7~~ 0 4 is surjective, @[Z,, . . . , Z,] has Gull 
dimension n, and C[t,, . . . , t, _ 1] is an integral domain of Gull dimension n - 1, 
it follows that the kernel of 7rTTI 0 4 is a prime ideal of height one. Moreover, since 
C[Z,, . . . , Z,] is a unique factorization domain, any irreducible element inside 
Ker(r, o 4) is a generator for Ker(rr, 0 4). Hence both R, and ff, are generators 
for the principal ideal Ker(r, 0 4) = Ker(n, 0 4); therefore R, and fi, are equal up 
to multiplication by an invertible element of @[Z,, . . . , Zn], i.e., R, = h,k, for 
some A, E C\(O). Applying 4 leads to 
&R, I= 4x, 
for some A, E C\(O). Also from the definition of R, we have 
W,) =x1 . 
Now applying r2 (this is possible since n 2 2) to these two equations leads to 
and 
Since rrz 0 3 = rr2 0 4, it follows that Alt, = t,, hence A, = 1, and hence R, = ff,. 
Similarly, R, = &, . . . , R,,=& Thus +=$. 0 
Using the proof of Theorem 2 together with [2, Theorems 4 and 51, we can give 
a simple derivation of the inversion formula of [2, Theorem 121. 
Theorem 3. Let 4 : C[ Z, , Z,] + C[ x1, x2] be a @-isomorphism such that 
4(~,) = f(x,, x2) = axI + pxz + higher terms , 
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+(Z,) = g(x,, x2) = yx, + Sx, + higher terms , 
where CI, /3, y, S E @. Then the inverse of (b is given by the following formulas: 
(#-‘(x,) = wn+* ~ Res,(f(O, s) - Z,, g(0, s) - Z,) , Jc 
+-‘(x2) = k$ R es,(f(s, 0) - Z,, g(s, 0) - 2,) ) 
where 
J=CrS-py, c = Res, f(O, s) g(O, s) - - 
) s’s’ 
d = Res, f(s, 0) g(s, 0) - - 
> s’s ’ n = deg f(0, s) , 
k = deg f(s, 0). 
Proof. Recall 7~~ : C[x,, x2] -+C[t] is given by nl(xl) = 0 and rr,(x,) = t. The 
kernel of nI 0 4 is a principal ideal, and any irreducible element of C[Z,, Z,] 
inside Ker(r, 0 4) can serve as a generator. Clearly +‘(x,) is one such element 
and we want to produce another. Let 
WZ,, Z,) = Res,(f(O, s) - Z,, g(0, s) - Z,) . 
A standard property of the resultant is that if two polynomials have a common 
linear factor, then their resultant is zero. Hence 
(7~~ o 4)R(Z,, 5) = Re%(f(O, s) -f(O, t), g(0, s) - g(0, t)) = 0 
because of the common factor s - t. Hence R(Z,, Z,) E Ker(rr, 0 4). 
We next wish to show that R(Z,, Z,) is irreducible in @[Z,, Z,]. To this end we 
repeat part of the argument of [2, Theorem 1, p. 2461 and use [2, Theorem 4, p. 
248, and Theorem 5, p. 2491 here. Let u(t) = f(0, t) and u(t) = g(0, t). Then C[t] 
is a free module over C[ u(t)] of rank n = deg u(t), and hence [C(t) : @(u(t))] = n. 
The surjectivity of v~o(P implies that @[u(t), u(t)] = C[t], hence C(u(t), u(t)) = 
C(t), and hence [@(u(t))(u(t)) : C(u(t))] = n. Regarding R(Z,, Z,) as a polynomial 
in Z, with coefficients in C[Z,], we know that R(Z,, Z,) has degree n and leading 
coefficient (- 1)“~: by [2, Theorem 51, where U, is the leading coefficient of u(t), 
and m = deg g(0, t). We also know that R(u(t), u(t)) = 0 from the last paragraph. 
Hence, up to a nonzero constant multiple, R(u(t), Z,) must be the minimal 
polynomial of u(t) over C(u(t)); hence R(u(t), Z,) is irreducible in C(u(t))[Z,]. 
Since u(t) is transcendental over C, it follows that R(Z,, Z,) is irreducible in 
@(Z,)[Z,]. Moreover, R(Z,, Z,) has leading coefficient (-l)“uT, when regarded 
as a polynomial in Z, with coefficients in @[Z,]. Therefore R(Z,, Z,) is irreduc- 
ible in C[Z,][Z,] = C[Z,, Z,]. 
Consequently both R(Z,, Z,) and 4 ‘(x,) are generators for the principal ideal 
Ker(r, 04). So we have +‘(x,) = A,R(Z,, Z,), or 
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Xl = 4 W(Z, 3 Z,>) (1) 
for some A, E C\=\(O). To determine the constant A, we use a previous result and 
then apply 4. By [2, Theorem 41, 
R(Z,, Z,) = (-1) n+1~[6Z1 - PZ,] + higher terms in Z,, Z, 
Applying 4 leads to 
+(R(Z,, Z,)) = (-l)“+‘c[6+(Z,) - p$(Z,)] + higher terms in xi, x2 
= (-qn+l CJX, + higher terms in x,, x2 . (2) 
Comparing Equation (1) with Equation (2), we have xi = A,(-l)“+‘cJx,, hence 
1 = A,(-1) “+icJ. The derivation for the other formula is similar and is 
omitted. 0 
2. A necessary condition on face polynomials 
In [2, Question 21, p. 2571 the following question was raised: 
Question 4. When are pll(t), pi2(t), p2i(t), pz2(t) the face polynomials of a 
C-isomorphism from C[Z, , Z,] onto @[xi, x2]? 
Using the inversion formula, we are able to give a necessary condition for this 
question which can be checked directly for any face polynomials. 
Proposition 5. Let pII( p12(t), pzl(t), pzz(t) E UZ[t] be polynomials with zero 
constant terms. Consider the following conditions: 
(1) There exists a Gisomorphism 
4 : @i-q 2 &I -+ @[Xl > x21 
such that 
44-q) =f(x1, x2) ” 4(Zd =&+I? 4 > 
m 4 = PII 3 m t> = Pl2(4 > 
f(t, 0) = P21 (t) > dt, 0) = J%*(t) . 
(2) 
Re%(Pll(s) -Lb(t), PI&) -&*(t)) = pt , 
W(PX(s) - PII( PAS) - PIAt)> = vt 
for some p, v E c\(O). 
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(3) There exist A( 2, , Z,), B(Z, , Z,) E C[ Z, , Z,] irreducible and 
A(P,,($ in) = 0 > ~(Pll(O? P12(t)) =t > 
NP,,(~), ~dt)) = t > B(P,l(t)Y P22(4) =0. 
(4) (9 Let t,, t, E @. Vp,,(tl) = pz1(t2) and p12(tl) =pz2(t2), then t, = t, = 0. 
(ii) Pil(O)P;*(O) - PL(OM,(O) # 0. 
Then (1)+(2)e(3)e(4). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). By the inversion formula in Theorem 3 
d-1(x1) = Res,(f(O, s) - 4, g(O, s) - Z,) 
for some /L E C\{ 0} , hence 
@ = Res,(f(O, s) - f(t, O>, g(O, s) - g(t, 0)) 
by applying rz 0 4. Here mz : C[ x,, x2]+ @[t] is given by am = t, rz(x2) = 0. 
The proof for the other equation is similar. 
(2) 3 (3). Take 
A(Z,, Z,) = i Res,(G9 - Z,, P&) - Z,) , 
WI, Z2) = ‘, Res,(p2,W - Z,, ~~~(4 - Z,) . 
The equation Res,(p,*(s) - PII( &2(S) - P12(Q) = vt implies that 
‘Ur(t), dt)l = @[4 h ence C(pll(t), PI*(t)) = C(t), and hence A(Z,, Z,) is 
irreducible by [2, Theorem 11. Moreover, A(p,,(t), PIT(t)) = 0 because pII - 
pII and p12(s) -p12(t) have the common factor s - t. Furthermore, 
A(p,,(t), pz2(t)) = t follows from the equation Res,( pII - pzl(t), pJs) - 
p**(t)) = pt. The proof for B(Z,, Z,) is similar. 
(3) + (4)(i). 
O= A(P,l(fl), ~lz(tl)) = A(p,,(t,), p&t*)) = t2 . 
t, = B(Pll(t*), P12(tl)) = f3(P,,(t2)7 P22(t*)) = 0. 
(3) + (4)(ii). Let pII = Pt + higher terms, p12(t) = 6t + higher terms, 
p21(t) = at + higher terms, p**(t) = yt + higher terms, where p, 6, (Y, y E C. As a 
result of Condition (3) and because each p,,(t) has zero constant term, A(Z,, Z,) 
and B(Z,, Z,) have zero constant terms. Let 
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A(Z,, 2,) = GZ, + BZ, + higher terms, 
B(Z, , Z,) = YZ, + SZ, + higher terms , 
where 6, p, 7,s E C. Then by Condition (3) 
Taking determinants, we have (G8 - fir)< P-y - (~8) = -1. Thus (~8 - P-y # 0. 
(4) j (2). Define 
WL Z,> =R~s,(P,,(~ - 4, P&) - Z,) . 
Then, by [2, Theorem 41, 
R(Z, , Z,) = (- l)n+l Res, 
+ higher terms in Z, , Z, , 
where n = deg pII, /I is the coefficient of t in pl1 (t), 6 is the coefficient of t in 
PI*(t). Note that pll(s)Is and p12(s)Is cannot have a common factor s - s,,. 
Otherwise, in case s0 = 0, Condition (4)(ii) is violated, and in case s0 # 0, 
Condition (4)(‘) . 1 1s violated with t, = s,, and t, = 0. Thus Res,(p,,(s)/s, P,~(s)/ 
s)#O. Now 
Res,(pll(s) -pzl(t), P&) -h(t)) = R(P~~(~), PDF)) 
= (-l)n+l ResScpe, ‘+)[&I - @]t + higher terms in t , 
(3) 
where LY is the coefficient of t in pzl (t), y is the coefficient of t in p**(t). Condition 
(4)(ii) says that (~6 - @-y ZO. We have thus established that R(p,,(t), pz2(t)) has 
a non-vanishing linear term in t. We claim that it has no higher degree terms. To 
show this it suffices to show that R(p,,(t), pz2(t)) = 0 has no roots other than 0. 
Let t, be a root of R(p,,(t), pz2(t)) = 0. Then by Equation (3), pII - pzl(tO) 
and p12(s) -pz2(t0) have a common factor s - sO. In other words, p,,(s,,) - 
~n(td = 0 = Pi - ~dtd, h ence s,, = t, = 0 by Condition (4)(i). Thus 
R( P21 (t), p**(t)) is a nonzero constant times t as claimed. This shows the first part 
of Condition (2). The other part is similar. 0 
Remark. Let r, be the rational curve parametrized by Z, = pII( Z, = PI*(t), 
and rV.7. by Z, = pzl (t), Z, = p**(t). Then Condition (4) of Proposition 5 says that 
r, n r, = ((0, O)), th e origin is a simple point on both curves, r, and r, do not 
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share a common tangent at the origin. As a result, the intersection multiplicity of 
r, and r, at the origin is 1. 
The two parts in Condition (4) are independent. For example, {p1i = t’, 
PI2 = t, p2, = 2t2, pz2 = t} satisfies (4)(i) but not (4)(ii), while {pII = t2, p,2 = t, 
p21 = t, p22 = t2} satisfies (4)(ii) but not (4)(i). 
Conjecture 6 (Two Variable Face Polynomials Conjecture). The four conditions in 
Proposition 5 are equivalent. 
3. Complementary systems 
In view of Proposition 5, we state the following: 
Definition 7. Let R,(Z,, . . . , Z,), . . . , R,(Z,, . . . , Z,) E C[Z,, . . . , Z,]. The 
system {R, , . . . , R,} is said to be complementary if there exist 
Pij(tl ) ’ ’ . , t,-1) E a=[t,, . . . > 4-J with zero constant terms for i, i = 1, . . . , n 
such that the n X IZ matrix 
0 t, t, . *. q-2 t,_, 
t, 0 t, . . . tap2 t,_, 
(Rj(Pi,, Pj2,. ” ) Pi”))ii==::..‘..,:“, = t1 .t~. 
0 . . . t 
. . . “-T. .tn-l ’ 
t, t, t, . . . 0 t,-, 
_t, t2 t, ..- t,_, 0 
Another way to describe the matrix in Definition 7 is to observe that the ith 
row is precisely [miTTi( . . . , TV]. In case n = 4, the matrix is 
Since the matrix in Definition 7 has zeros along the main diagonal and the pij have 
zero constant terms, the Rj have zero constant terms. 
Any system {R,, . . . , R,} of polynomials in C[Z,, . . . , Z,] defines a @- 
homomorphism 
$:@[x,, . . . ,x,l+@[Z1,. *. 3 &II, xi - Rj(Z,, . . . , Z,) 
for i = 1, . . . , n. To say the system is complementary with respect to { P,~} ,rr,,~n 
means that each -rr, factors through Cc, for i = 1, . . . , n: 
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5 
q-z,, . . . 9 &I PI +@[t,, . . . > Lll 
where pi : Z, - pij. 
Equivalently, a set {R,, . . . , R,} is complementary with respect to { pij} Ili, j5n 
if p,(Rj) = 7ri(xj) f or all i, j where p,(Z,) = pi, as before. 
Proposition 8. Zf {R,, . . . , R,} is a complementary system in C[ Z, , . . . , Z,], then 
the @-homomorphism 
l+b::@[xl,. . . ,~nl+@[z~,...,znl 
defined by 
~1 H Rj(Z, > . . . 3 Z,) 
for j = 1, . . . , n is injective. 
Proof. Using the diagram displayed after Definition 7, we see that the kernel of ~4 
is not only a prime ideal, but also contained in the intersection of height one 
primes 
hence Ker 4 = 0. 0 
If {R,, . . . , R,} is complementary with respect to {pij},5i,j5,, then 
is also complementary with respect to {pii}, hence there are infinitely many 
complementary systems with respect to the same { pjj}. However, exactly one of 
these complementary systems consists entirely of irreducible polynomials. This is 
clarified in the following: 
Proposition 9. Zf {R,, . . . , R,} is a complementary system, then there is a unique 
complementary system {S, , . . . , S,} of irreducible polynomials associated with the 
same set { pij> 1 Ci,,5n. For all j, S, is the irreducible factor of Rj of order one such 
that R,IS, has constant term equal to 1. 
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Proof. (i) Uniqueness. Let (3,) . . . , ??,,} be another complementary system of 
irreducible polynomials with respect to the set { ~~~}i__~,~_. We first show that 
S, = 3,. Define the C-homomorphisms pi : C[Z,, . . . , AZ,]-+ @[t,, . . . , t,_J by 
p,(Z,) = pjj for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Since p1 is surjective, @[Z, , . . . , Z,] has Krull 
dimension n, and C[t, , . . . , t,_J is an integral domain of Krull dimension n - 1, 
it follows that the kernel of pi is a prime ideal of height one. Moreover, since 
@]Z,,..., Z,] is a unique factorization domain, any irreducible element inside 
Ker( pi) is a generator for Ker( pi). Both S, and ,?i are irreducible polynomials in 
Ker( pi). Hence S, = A,,!?, for some A, E C\(O). Applying p2 (this is possible since 
IZ 12) leads to t, = hit,. Thus h, = 1 and S, = !?i. Similarly S, = s,, . . . , S, = 3,. 
(ii) Existence. Since the pji have no constant terms, each Rj has order one (i.e., 
each Rj has no constant terms but has a nonzero linear term) for j = 1, . . . , n. 
Thus the unique factorization of Rj into irreducible polynomials must consist of 
exactly one factor of order one and the rest of order zero (i.e., the rest having 
nonzero constant terms). For each j, write 
Rj = SjTj 
where S, is irreducible of order one while Tj has constant term equal to 1. Note 
that pi(Tj) = Tj(pil,. . . , pi,) has constant term equal to 1 with pi as before. 
Applying p1 leads to 
nl(Xj) = P,(‘j)P,(Tj) . (4) 
For j = 1, Equation (4) becomes 0 = pI(S, since p,(T,) # 0, we have 
p,(S,) = 0, i.e., p,(S,) = IT,. For j# 1, Equation (4) becomes tj_i = 
pI(Sj since p,(T,) has constant term equal to 1, we have pI(Sj) = tj_l, i.e., 
Pi(Sj) = ni(xj). Thus Pi(Sj) = ni(x,) f or all j. Similarly p,(.S,) = ni(xj) for i > 1 
and all j. Thus {S,, . . . , S,} is complementary with respect to the set 
{Pijllri,jSn’ q 
Corollary 10. Zf {R,, . . . , R,) is complementary with respect to another set 
{@ij}lli,j<n> then {Sly. . . 3 S,} is also complementary with respect to the set 
{Fij)lli,j5n’ 
Proof. In the existence part of the proof of Proposition 9, the construction of 
{S,, . . 2 S,} does not depend on the p,;. 0 
In the hypothesis of Corollary 10, we consider the possibility that a complemen- 
tary system {R,, . . . , R,} can be complementary with respect to distinct sets 
{ pij} and { p^,}. Actually the {p,} for a complementary system is unique as is 
shown in the following: 
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Proposition 11. The pii associated with a complementary system {R,, . . , , R,} are 
unique. 
Proof. Let { @ij} Isi, jsn be another associated set of polynomials for 
{R,, . . . , R,}. Define the C-homomorphisms 
pj, bj::[Z,, . * . , z,1+qt,, . . * 3 t,-11 
by p,(Z,) = pij, bi(Zj) = cij for i, j = 1, . . . , n. The complementary hypothesis 
simply says that we have the following commutative diagrams for i = 1, . . . , n: 
@[x,,...,-qJ $ ‘@[Z,,...,Z,l 
q-q,. . . > .&I 
6 
+ @[t1,. . . 7 LII 
where $(x1) = R,, . . . , I,@,) = R,. 
We first show that plj = pIlj for all i. As in the proof of Proposition 9, Ker( pl) is 
generated by any irreducible element of C[Z,, . . . , Z,] inside Ker( PI). By 
Corollary 10, we can find a set of irreducible polynomials {S,, . . . , S,} which is 
complementary with respect to { pjj} Isi,,5n, as well as to {@,},,j,,5n. Since 
PI&) = VI(%) =0 and S, is irreducible, S, generates Ker(p,). From p,(S,) = 
nI(X2)=tl,. *. > P*(xJ = ~I(%) = 4-1, it follows that Z, -plj(S,, . . . , S,) is in 
Ker(p,), hence 
zj - Plj(S,, . . . ) S,) = us, 
forsome UE@[Z,,..., Z,]. Applying p^, leads to 
P^lj - Plj = pll(“)bl(sl) = P^l(“)Tl(xl) =O 
for all i. Similarly, fi,. = pij for i > 1 and all i. 0 
We believe the homomorphism Cc, defined by a complementary system is not 
only injective (Proposition 8) 
reducible: 
Conjecture 12 (Complementary 
mials in C[ Z, , . . . , Z,] defines 
tary and the Rj are irreducible. 
but also surjective if the polynomials are ir- 
Conjecture). A system {R,, . . . , R,} of polyno- 
a @-isomorphism if and only if it is complemen- 
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The conditions in Conjecture 12 for a C-isomorphism are necessary. The 
irreducibility of the Rj is immediate. To see the complementary condition, the 
following commutative diagrams 
1 
qz,, . . . ) Z,] nc-ti-’ ’ qt,, . . . ) t,_J 
show that { I/+~), . . . , I,+~)} = {R,, . . . , R,} is complementary with respect to 
{p,} where pij = (ri 0 +-‘)(Z,), by the remarks made after Definition 7. 
Proposition 13. Conjecture 12 3 Conjecture 6. 
Proof. Assuming the validity of Conjecture 12, we wish to show that Condition 
(3) of Proposition 5 implies Condition (1) of Proposition 5. Let A(Z, , Z,), 
B(Z,, Z,) satisfy Condition (3) of Proposition 5. Then the homomorphism 
$: C[x,, x2]-, C[Z,, Z,] with x, ++ A(Z,, Z,), x2 I-+ B(Z,, Z,) is an isomorphism. 
Let 4 : C[Z,, Z,]+ @[x,, x2] with Z, -f(xl, x2), Z, I-+ g(x,, x2) be the inverse of 
I/J. Also let r,, rr2 be as before. Then we have a commutative diagram 
\ *+ “\“:‘\ 
@I-?, &I 
P! 
’ @[tl 
where p,(Z,) =pil(t), p,(Z,) =piZ(t) for i = 1,2. The face polynomials of 
f(.x,, 4 are f(0, 4 = (rl o+)(Z,) and f(t, 0) = (v*o$~)(Z~). From the commuta- 
tive diagram, we have (s-, 0 +)(Z,) = (p, 0 $0 $)(Z,) = p,(Z,) = p,,(t) and 
(r20+)(Z1) = (p,oq!~o+)(Z,) = p2(Z1) =pzl(t). We can draw a similar conclu- 
sion for p12(t) and pz2(t). Thus PI,(t), PI*(t), pzl(t), pz2(t) are the face polyno- 
mials for the isomorphism 4. 0 
4. Similarity of Newton polygons 
For any polynomial f(x, , x2), its Newton polygon is defined as the convex hull 
of (0,O) in union with the lattice points (i, j) for which xix: appears in f(xl, x2) 
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with a nonzero coefficient. In this section we show that, for a non-degenerate 
automorphism pair ( f, g), their Newton polygons are similar triangles. By using 
the inversion formula and the automorphism lemma we prove that the slope of 
the hypotenuse is either an integer or an Egyptian fraction. 
We fix the following notation. 4 is a C-isomorphism from C[Z,, Z,] onto 
C[q, x21 such that $(Z,) = f(xi, x2>, +(Z,> = g(x,, 4 and .f(O, 0) = do, 0) = 0. 
n = deg f(O, t) , 
k = deg f(t, 0) , 
m = deg g(O, t> ,
1 = deg g(t, 0) . 
Contrary to convention, we define the degree of a zero polynomial to be 0 here. 
Note that in the 2 x 2 matrix 
n m 
[ 1 k 1 ’ 
k, I, m, n are arranged counterclockwise. We shall show that the determinant of 
this 2 X 2 matrix must be 0 or 1 or -1. 
Proposition 14. If one of k, 1, m, n is =O, then nl - mk = 21. 
Proof. We shall discuss the case n = 0 only. We show that k = m = 1. As a result 
of the chain rule, the Jacobian determinant off, g with respect to x1, x2 must be a 
nonzero element of C. (This Jacobian condition has nothing to do with n = 0.) 
Moreover, by [2, Corollary 141, the Newton polygon of f is the line segment 
between (0,O) and (k, 0), hence f(xl, x2) E C[x,], and hence 
by the Jacobian condition, and therefore 
f(Xl> x2) = ax1 3 g&3 ~2) = 6x2 + h(x,) 
for some (Y, 8 E C\(O) and h(x,) E @[x,1 with zero constant term. Thus f(t, 0) = 
at, g(0, t) = St and k= m = 1. 17 
We next discuss the non-degenerate case. If k, I, m, n 2 1, we shall show that 
the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (k, 0), (0, n IS similar to the triangle with vertices ) . 
(0, 0), (I, 0), (0, m). In fact, one of them must be an expansion of the other with 
magnifying factor being a (positive) integer, and the slope of the slant side is 
either a negative integer or the reciprocal of a negative integer. 
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Proposition 15. If k, 1, m, n are ~1, then the following 
(i) nl- mk = 0; 
(ii) Either%=$EZorZ=iEEh; 
(iii) Either 2 = f E Z or z = & E Z. 
three statements are true: 
Proof. (i) Let N(f) and N(g) d enote the Newton polygons off and g respectively. 
By [2, Corollary 141, N(f) is a triangle with vertices (0, 0), (k, 0), (0, n), and 
N(g) has vertices (0, 0), (1,0), (0, m). We assign weight n to xi, weight k to x2 
and consider f&,kj, g&), the leading forms of f = c &xfxi, g = c g,xixi with 
respect to this (n, k)-gradation. Here fii, g, E C. To obtain f;,,,, move a line 
with slope - i from the upper right-hand corner toward the origin till it first meets 
N(f), then pick up terms of f along this line. Thus 
f &,kj = sum of terms fi,xixi in f such that ni + kj = nk 
= c Jjn;x; . 
ni+kj=nk 
Hence 
f’ (n&J = fkOx: + ’ * . + fOnx; (5) 
with f,, # 0 and fo,, # 0. We next show In = km by investigating &,kj. If In > km, 
then N(f) and N(g) look like the triangles in Fig. 1 and we will derive a 
contradiction. Move a line with slope -i from the upper right-hand corner 
toward the origin. The first point it meets N(g) is the vertex (I, 0); this means that 
g&,kj consists of a single term, namely, 
8;n.k) = 
I 
g,oxl ) (6) 
with g,, # 0. On the other hand, the Jacobian condition implies the Jacobian 
determinant 
22 x2 
(O,?l) 
+ Xl ’ $1 
(k> 0) (4 0) 
Fig. 1. 
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an impossibility in view of Equations (5), (6) and n z 1. Similarly the case 
In < km also leads to a contradiction. Thus In = km. 
(ii) The automorphism lemma asserts that if C[x,, x2] = @[f(x,, x2), 
g(x,, x,)], n = deg f(0, t) and m = deg g(0, t), then m 1 n or n ( m ([3, Lemma 51 
or by setting x1 =0 in [l, (1.1) Main theorem, p. 1481). 
(iii) Let $:C[x,,x,]-,C[Zr, Z,] with xl-A(Z1, Z,), x2-B(Z1, Z,) be the 
inverse map of $A 
By our inversion formula [2, Theorem 12, p. 2521, 
deg A(0, t) = n , deg B(0, t) = k , 
deg A(t, 0) = m , deg B(t, 0) = 1. 
Now apply the automorphism lemma again to establish that k 1 II or n 1 k. 0 
5. A necessary and sufficient condition on face polynomials 
In this section, we also give necessary and sufficient conditions which answer 
Question 4 in the degenerate case (Proposition 16) and the nondegenerate case 
(Proposition 17). However, there are two drawbacks of the condition in Proposi- 
tion 17. One is that it is iterative and the other is that it is not clear how to 
generalize it to higher dimensions since the structure of the automorphism group 
of C[Z,,. . .) Z,] is unknown. 
In this section we fix the following notation. pII( p12(t), pzl(t), pz2(t) E @[t] 
have zero constant terms; 
n = deg pll(O y m = deg P12W , 
k = deg P21(t) y I= deg P22W . 
Proposition 16. Assume one of k, I, m, n is =O. A necessary and sujj‘icient 
condition for PI,(t), plz(t), p21(t), pz2(t) to be the face polynomials of a C- 
isomorphism from C[ Z, , Z,] onto @[x1, x,] is nl - mk = 2 1. 
proof. Assume pll, pi2, p21, p22 are the face polynomials of a C-isomorphism 
+:C[Z,, Z,]-+C[x,,x,], with Z, ++ f(xI, x2), Z, H g(x,, x2). Then the necessity 
was done in Proposition 14. For sufficiency we discuss the case n = 0 only. By the 
condition nl- mk = ?l, we have k = m = 1, hence pzl(t) = at, p12(t) = St for 
some (Y, 6 E C\(O). Define a @-homomorphism 4 : @[Z,, Z,]+ C[x,, x?] by 
Z, H(YXI, z2 H 8x2 + P2AXl). Clearly 4 is a C-isomorphism and 
prl, p12, p2,, pz2 are its face polynomials. q 
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Proposition 17. Assume all of k, 1, m, n are 21. Then pII( p12(t), 
p*,(t), pz2(t) are the face polynomials of a C-isomorphism from C[Z,, Z,] onto 
@[x,, x2] if and only if one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(1) $ = f E Z, there exists A EC such that deg(p,, - APT/“) < deg p12 and 
Pll, PI2 - APi?“, P217 P22 - AP21 m’n are the face polynomials of a @-isomorphism. 
(2) t = 4 E Z, there exists A EC such that deg(p,, - ApTi”) < deg pI1 and 
Pll - Ap;;” ) Pl2, P2l - AP;:“, ~22 are the face polynomials of a C-isomorphism. 
Proof. 3’. Assume pll, p12, p21, p22 are the face polynomials of a C-isomor- 
phism 4 : C[ Z, , Z,] -+ C[ x1, x2] such that Z, * f(x,, x2), Z, ++ g(x,, x2). By Pro- 
position 15 either g = i E Z or 5 = $ E Z. We shall discuss the former case only. 
Consider f&,kj and g&,kj, the leading forms of f and g with respect to the 
(n, k)-gradation. Thus 
The Jacobian condition implies 
a(f ;n,k), S&W) = () 
&,x2) . 
Hence there exists A E @ such that 
A(f ;n,kJmin = g;,k) > 
hence AfTi” = g,, and Af:;” = gem, i.e., A times the (mln)th power of the leading 
coefficient of p21 is equal to the leading coefficient of p22, A times the (mln)th 
power of the leading coefficient of pl1 is equal to the leading coefficient of p12. 
Thus 
and 
deg(p,, - AP??) <de+? p12 
deg( pz2 - Api’/“) < deg p22 . 
Moreover pll, p12 - AP?‘, p21, p22 - AP;;‘” are the face polynomials of the 
C-isomorphism defined by Z, H f(xI , x2), Z, ++ g(x,, x2) - A f m’n(xl, x2). 
‘+‘. Assume % E Z. If pII, p12 - ApTI’“, p21, p22 - Apyl’” are the face polyno- 
mials of the @-isomorphism defined by Z, w f(xl, x2), Z2w h(x,, x2), then 
Pll, P127 P217 P22 are the face polynomials of the @-isomorphism defined by 
4 *f(Xl> X2>> z2 H h(x,, x2) + Afmin(xl, x2). Cl 
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Addendum 
In a forthcoming paper [4], with T.T. Moh, Conjecture 12 (Complementary 
Conjecture) is verified for the case II = 2. Thus by Proposition 13, Conjecture 6 
(Two Variable Face Polynomials Conjecture) is verified. Therefore the conditions 
in Proposition 5 are equivalent. 
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